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Do it yourself – AsMoPLAST is getting into
LSR processing with KraussMaffei—and
building the mold on its own
–

First CX 80-380 SilcoSet in operation

–

Crucial for investment: Support provided by the application
technology from KraussMaffei

–

Initial order from the area of personal care

(Munich, 17/11/2021) Simon Zügel is interested in niche areas. As early
as the beginning of the 2000s, the CEO of AsMoPLAST purchased
molds from China before becoming an expert in global moldmaking
and injection molding. Now he is exploring new terrain again with
KraussMaffei. At the beginning of the year, AsMoPLAST decided to get
into processing LSR (Liquid Silicone Rubber)—and built the mold for
this on its own.
The first CX 80-380 SilcoSet was recently installed in a separate area of the
production hall in Endingen and has already proven that Simon Zügel's plan
is working. The silicone injection mold created in the company's own
moldmaking department works perfectly and, starting next year, will be
producing sophisticated hygiene products for women.
The CEO made a very deliberate decision not to commission one of the wellknown silicone moldmakers, but instead to venture doing it alone. Since the
material is extremely low-viscosity, the mold must be very well sealed. There
is often a vacuum created to prevent leaks as well. The temperature control
in the process is exactly the reverse as for thermoplastic. In other words, the
melt must be cooled in the plasticizing unit to prevent premature curing and
the mold, by contrast, is heated.
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Due to these specific conditions, even experienced injection molders often
shy away from getting into LSR technology, despite the fact that the silicone
market has consistently high growth rates. AsMoPLAST is demonstrating
that it works if you just dive in head-first. The silicone processing location
has to be separate from the rest of production to prevent contamination. In
Endingen they simply created a drywall partition for this purpose. Then you
need an experienced partner for the machine technology. AsMoPLAST
brought aboard the provider it has been confidently collaborating with for
years. Five KraussMaffei machines of the CX and GX series with clamping
forces from 500 to 6500 kN are already producing articles made of
thermoplastic in Endingen near the Kaiserstuhl volcano.
Every part is a good part with the APC plus machine function
The intensive advising and support from the Application Technology
department proved to be a critical criterion for actually placing the order with
KraussMaffei. The APC plus machine function, which controls the filling
quantity in the cavity from shot to shot and takes into account the melt
viscosity as well as stored material parameters for this purpose, ensured that
the machine produced good parts right from the first shot when it was
commissioned. Silicones are generally subject to greater batch fluctuations
than thermoplastics, which can result in overfilling or underfilling the
component weight. In this respect, the use of APC plus here pays for itself
exceptionally.
The current project uses only part of the capacity of the newly delivered LSR
machine, so AsMoPLAST CEO Simon Zügel is already looking forward to
offering the new technology to his existing customers before expanding to
other areas. At the location in Endingen, an additional production hall is
currently being built, which will be moved into in early 2022. Maybe then
even more SilcoSets will follow.
You can obtain further information and photos in print quality at:
www.kraussmaffei.com
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Successful start in LSR processing:
Simon Zügel, Andre Seidich (both AsMoPlast) with Stefan Hartmann,
Sebastian Wahl, Ullrich Seidenkranz (all KraussMaffei) in front of the new
CX80-380 SilcoSet with the Elmet LSR metering system TOP 5000 P (from
left to right)
Photo: AsMoPlast
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KraussMaffei – Pioneering Plastics
KraussMaffei is among the world’s leading manufacturers of machinery and systems
for the production and processing of plastics and rubber. Our brand stands for
cutting-edge technologies – for more than 180 years. Our range of services covers all
areas of injection molding machinery, extrusion technology and reaction process
machinery. This gives KraussMaffei a unique selling point in the industry. With the
high innovative power of our standardized and individual product, process, digital and
service solutions, we can guarantee customers sustained additional value over the
entire value-adding chain. Our range of products and services allow us to serve
customers in many sectors including the automotive, packaging, medical and
construction industries, as well as manufacturers of electrical and electronic products
and household appliances. KraussMaffei employs around 4.700 people all over the
world. With more than 30 subsidiaries and over 10 production plants, as well as
about 570 commercial and service partners, we are represented internationally close
to our customers. Since its foundation in 1838, the company’s headquarters have
been in Munich.
In April 2016, the Chinese state-owned company China National Chemical Corp. Ltd.
(“ChemChina”), one of the leading chemical companies in China, became the
majority shareholder of KraussMaffei Group. At the end of 2018, ChemChina listed
the KraussMaffei Group as KraussMaffei Company Ltd. in Shanghai. The listing
opened up access to the Chinese capital market and local investors.
For more information: www.kraussmaffei.com
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